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Brixton Employment Exchange

Photo John Sturrock lFlB|IIortl

been allowed to drift downwards,

May saw a change in government which went well with the vagaries
of the British Spring weather. Labour was replaced by the Tories.

The Labour government had begun to place a growing reliance
upon the fixing of monetary and fiscal targets as a basic point of

devaluation. to ewe British Industries
ggnaesimalgnslﬁlifjgrgymfgtféggnd

When it stops raining on the working class it starts to snow‘

departure for economic policy To some extent Mr Healy still

export markets Thatcher WI“ not Iet

The new Conservative administration is adopting a viciously
reactionary policy for economic management, based on "monetarist'
ideas This policy had nevertheless already been to a large extent
accepted by Chancellor Healy in his later months in office albeit
rudgingly and with some differences in detail

attempted to balance his efforts in this direction with appeals to
workers to observe pay guidelines.
Under the Conservatives however, we shall see monetary and
fiscal policy placed firmly at the centre of the government's
handling of the economy
_
_

that happen
Devalualilon makes British goods
cheaperinabmad
foreign
90°d5
dearer
BritainandBritish
firms
can

We therefore feel that it is vitally
necessary that we pttwtde a wqrkers
guide’ to the E-conomtc tdeas that are
now being put into practice They
f an f
3”“ ‘iffect the ‘Wes 0
0 Us very
eep y

point for the Tories They intend to
maintain it
The Conservatives believe strongly
in an unhampered free market
economy They believe in bringing
employers eyeball to eyeball With The

A significant milestone for British
capitalism in 1978 was the
8ChlEVEITlEl'\’[ of a stronger and more
stable exchange rate for sterling
This new position of moderate
strength will be a crucial reference

Em

‘realities of such an economy where
ﬁrms are spurred on to proficiency
by the cut and thrust of international
competition and if they fail they go
bankrupt
ln the past this exchange rate has

compensate for rising costs by raising
t h eir prices wit h out lo sing out
However, the disadvantages are tht L
the cost of repaying foreign loans
rises and more importantly the cost
of all imports, including raw
materials, rises, thus causing inflation
commued on page 2
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some 24%. They built few hospitals
or schools, undertook few repairs.
This sort of solution only ever works
in the shortterm. Pretty soon some
fairly alarming cracks are literally
going to appear in the fabric of our
modern industrial society. This is
going to place further strains on the
Tory policy of cutting public
spending.

T‘

A strong exchange rate has the
advantage of restraining import costs.
Its main virtue in Conservative eyes,
however, is that it forces British
employers to compete head-on with
foreign firms. In 1978 average
earnings rose by some 13.4% while
price rises were kept down to 8%.
Coupled with the strong exchange
rate and resulting competition this
meant a decline in profits despite
continuing subsidies from the
government. The Conservatives feel
that this sort of environment is
necessary. It will mean that
em P IoY ers have to increase productivity and cut labour costs. It will
mean that they have to take on their
work-force to survive.
Before examining that confrontation in any detail, it is necessary to
explain the proposed Tory strategy
for maintaining exchange rate
stability, for it is here that the
importance of monetary and fiscal
policy emerges.
In 1975 to 1976 the Labour
government responded to the massive
wage offensive of the working-class

The policy of making private
industries face up to foreign competition requires, then, an assault on
the public sector. In order to maintain exchange rate disciplines on the
private sector the Conservatives are
prepared to make the reduction of
the public sector borrowing requirement a central part of their policy.
They will make what the Labour
government did to the public sector

which accompanied the overthrow of
Heath by allowing the pound to fall

representatives of both major parties
have argued, then substantial cuts

on international markets. Linked
withasuccessive rounds of wage
restraint which prevented workers
from recouping the new price rises, s
tax relief and government aid, this
resulted in a long-term increase in
profitability.
This success, alongside the growing impact of North Sea oil on the
balance of payments, was a foun- _
dation for strengthening the
exchange rate. The process was
accompanied, particularly after
growing working-class resistance to
wage restraint, by attempts to
operate a direct link between the
exchange rate and the rate of growth
of the money supply.
Restriction of the money supply
will be the Conservatives’ principal
tool in their attempt to preserve an
acceptable exchange rate. To allow a
substantial growth would mean an
effective devaluation, the more
pound notes you print, the less they

will have to be made in other areas.
If the cash limits are exceeded, then
the only option to public sector
borrowing would be rises in rates or

look like chicken-feed.

This is the crux of monetary and
fiscal restraint. It is the operative
keystone of Conservative policy. It
is the basis for public sector cuts and
wage restraint.
There are a number of reasons for
thinking that the government's
policy will result in severe upheaval.
In the first place the limits on
sectoral expenditure laid down by
Chancellor Healy (which were themselves considered too generous by the
Tories) were not designed to include
the substantial pay rises won by
workers in the public sector over the
last few months. If the planned cash
limits are to be maintained, as

taxes.

Secondly, public sector borrowing
for 1978/9 has in fact turned out to
be higher than the E8.5 billion
planned by Labour. It reached a
total of £9.2 billion. This is another
reason why the Cabinet are cutting
public sector spending so enthusiastically.
Thirdly, the Conservatives have
won the election partly as a result of
their pledge to cut taxes. If you cut
taxes you either have to raise the
money another way, for iﬂ5THI'\CB bV
an increase in indirect taxation
(VAT) which would be inflationary,
or do without the money which
results in more cuts. Also the Tories
are sticking by their election promise
to pay the police and army massive
rises lVQu could say that they know
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Dunlop Speke workers demonstrate against closures
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are worth in relation to foreign
currencies. How will they go about
preventing this?
Apart from bank credit, which
can be to some extent controlled by
manipulation of tht “tterest rates,
the main influence on the supply of
‘new’ money is seen to be public
sector spending or, to be more
precise, that part of it which is
funded by borrowing. The finance

markets of London and abroad now
see restriction of the British government’s borrowing requirement as
being a necessity for maintaining a
stable exchange rate.

who their friends are). This will
mean them getting an increased share
of a much reduced public sector
spending cake.
Fourthly, as Conservative plans
begin to bite over the coming
months, unemployment will begin to
rise. Cutting the public sector means
losing jobs and that results in more
people claiming benefits and so puts
more pressure on limited public
sector cash.
Finally, one of Labour's methods
of making cuts in the public sector
fairly ‘painless’ was to reduce capital
investment in the public sector by

The Conservatives intend their
strategy to take effect gradually.
They are now laying down a set of
priorities and a basic strategy for the
country. An assault on staffing levels
in the Civil Service and in local
government is already under way.
The present temporary recruitment
and promotion freeze in these areas
is only the prelude to a sterner attack.
For example, Geoffrey Howe, the
man since appointed Chancellor, is
reported in the Guardian of April
16th as saying “Almost 50,000 of
the non-industrial Civil Service,
nearly 7%, leave each year. Not
every one needs to be replaced."
Already understaffed services are to
be worsened. Doesn't he realise a
lot of people leave because the pay
in such jobs is so low?
What do the Tories plan to do
about housing? They plan to sell
council houses. This is partly
because this gives local councils more
liquidity. Admittedly many sales
will not produce cash, rather they
will mean the councils receive mortgage repayments rather than rents.
However, the councils will free themselves of the burden of having to
repair and maintain council housing.
This, coupled with the Tories’ unwillingness to build new council
houses, means that Direct Labour
Organisations, the councils‘directly
employed building forces, will be
under considerable attack.
The various employment subsidy
schemes brought in under Labour are
also under attack. These are all of a
temporary nature and so can be conveniently not renewed at the end of
their present period. Even the Tories
ere unwilling to be seen to be
deliberately creating unemployment!
Apart from cuts there are two
Qthervvays in which the Conservatives
hQpe to reduce the public sector
borrowing requirement,
The first of these is through price
rise; in public services and industries
Prices for gas, electricity, public
transport, even prescriptions, have
either gone up or will go up. The
problem is that price rises will result
in strong pressures towards inflation.
The second is through the sale
oﬂpublic assets. Possible candidates
are the National Freight Corporation,
British Airways, British Aerospace
and the British shipbuilding industry
One problem with this will be finding
buyers. Shipbuilding, for instance, is
a real turkey which private capitalists
are unlikely to want to take on.
There are also only a set number of
industries and assets owned by the
government. Once these are sold
they are gone, so this method will
not solve the government's problems
indefinitely. Besides, by ‘hiving off‘
the profit-making ventures which are
at present owned by the state, which
are the only ones likely to attract
buyers, there is less money around at
the end of the year to make up the
deficits of the remaining, loss-making
ventures.
Whatever may be done in the way

of a rising prices and selling off assets,
it seems certain that massive spending cuts will still be necessary.
Let us now return to the question
of the private sector. Short of adopting the authoritarianism of fascism a
modern capitalist government cannot
attempt to ‘command’ commercial
success from private industry. It can
merely attempt to manipulate
existing market pressures so as to
affect companies.
Despite the high profits of 19571977, British industry remains in a

feeble state. In 1978 manufacturing
output was still some 4‘/2% lower
than in 1973. Even with the loss of
some 500,000 jobs, the average

growth of productivity (defined as
output per person) over the years
1973-1978 slowed to about ‘/2% per
year. Domestic producers continue
to lose ground against foreign competitors in the home market as well
as the foreign markets.
Their problems are likely to be
intensified by rises in the prices of
raw materials imported from abroad.
That such prices have remained fairly
stable over the last couple of years
has been one cause for the growth in
profits. Indeed the current round of
rises in the prices of goods also
includes many household necessities.
This will mean that the cost of living

more often been associated with
dictatorship than with an increase in
individual freedom. Yet it still
stands as the only real alternative to
the present state of things.
As socialists we believe in
opposing the present system, which
enforces on us its own ‘realities’
rather than acts as the organiser of
our common approach to reality.
We don't believe that either
Parliament, or rural co-operatives or
a career in management will bring
us any closer to the sort of social
self-control we advocate. Our path
lies in mass mobilisation around
current grievances, only through

“tare-tar
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The Tories say that inefficient nationalised firms would benefit from free market
'
discipline - but the City only wants to buy the profitable ones like British Airways.

Photo Andrew Wiard (Fieportl

of the workers will also rise.
The result of all this is that British
bosses under the Tories find themselves faced with a rise in the cost of
raw materials, have their backs to the
currency wall, and face a workingclass impelled to seek substantial
wage rises to compensate for years of
wage restraint and rising prices.

The stage is set for an intensification of class struggle in the factories.
Companies will try to resist wage
demands, improve productivity and
engage in ‘rationalisations' and layoffs. lf they fail in this they face the
Tory ‘discipline’ of bankruptcy. If
they are to succeed they will have to
smash working-class assumptions and
aspirations.
In both the public and private
sectors, then, workers will be facing
similar problems under the
Conservatives. There will be resistance to wage rises, pressure to work
harder and to do more overtime to
make up for unfilled vacancies, reorganisations and redundancies, a
new wave of scarcities in employment opportunities, rising prices and
declining standards of social services.
No wonder the Tory programme is
designed to strengthen the police
force and the army and to attack
basic trades union rights!
Much of this upheaval will be
explained and justified in convincing
terms. The talk will be of ‘efficiency’,
of ‘living within our means’. Well, as
communists we don't have any
intrinsic objections to efficiency, or
to making the best possible use of
the best available technology and
work methods. We don't even have
any principled objections to hard
work, if it's in a good cause. What
we do objectto is the way these
‘commonsense’ prescriptions are
rendered callous and inhuman by the
present social system.

The point is that it is not simply

a question of efficiency/inefficiency,
work/idleness, it is a question of
effeciency towards what end, in what
context? By all means lets have a
rational organisation of our work,
but not at the expense of the
complete disruption of peoples’ lives,
nor for the sake of massive inequalities in the overall distribution of
work and wealth.
Far more pressing problems than
the inefficiency of our industry
according to capitalist terms of
reference are the waste, disruption,
irrationalities and conflict thrown
up by those terms of reference
themselves.
Socialism is not an easy panacea.
It is no free ticket to an abundance
of the good things of life. It has

such mobilisations can we lay the
basis for a new structure for
society.
Too often, though, revolutionariei
appear as the prophets of social
irresponsibility.‘ Too often our
movement is reduced to a set of
megaphones, producing a din of
apparently'naive and selfish
sectoral demands. Whenever
socialists support or advocate any
movement, the whole context must
be explained, otherwise we simply
spread confusion.
Under a Conservative government
particularly, we tend to merge into
the reformist beaurocrats. Our
opposition to the Tories needs to be
distinguished from the reformists by

its quality and context rather than
just its volume.
Libertarian Communists believe
that it is possible for us to develop
a capacity to run society according
to a common and agreed assessment
of our needs and objectives, rather
than via the haphazard processes of

the market. We advocate a unified
and democratic planning of'wori< ani
the distribution of resources. We
think that the way for workers to
enter upon such a project is to lay
down now objectives for the whole
of the working-class and by fighting
for these through thick and thin.
Among these objectives we
propose the following:-—
1. Fighting reductions in real
income, fighting for inflation-proof
clauses to protect wages against rises
in the cost of living, fighting for a
national minimum wage for all adults
2. Fighting redundancies and
unemployment, fighting for a policy
of work-sharing with no loss of pay.

For control over staffing levels,
production speeds, work-hours and
working conditions by the shop-floor

For all information to be available ti
the workers.
3. Fighting cuts in the ‘social
wage’. Fighting for the restoration
of services and their extension when
necessary e.g. faciilities for abortion
child care, care of the aged and
handicapped, adult and ethnic
minority education.
4. Fighting divisions of the

working-class based on race or sex.
For equal pay and job opportunities
For an end to immigration laws. Fo
24 hour nurseries. For guaranteed
job security during pregnancy. For
equal social and legal rights for all.

Under capitalism these objectives
will indeed prove disruptive of the
social mechanism. They form, however, what we believe should be the
basic first objectives of a socialist
society. Socialism cannot guarantee
this programme any more than it
guarantees an extension of democracy. We believe it to be the essentii
foundation for both.

Editorial Boar:
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The following interview took place
with a woman member of the
Na tional Union of Public Employees,
who was a delegate from her branch
to the NUPE Conference in
Scarborough.
Libertarian Communist: What was
the most constructive thing about the
the conference?
Delegate: Undoubtedly, the decision
to fight for the abolition of pay beds
in the N-HS hospitals. As regards the
debate over wages and the way the
strike was conducted, this degenerated when some left-wingers
put a motion calling for Fisher
(General Secretary) and Keating
(Assistant General Secretary) to
resign. The majority of the
conference sprang to Fisher's defence
when there might otherwise have
been much criticism of the leadership and the methods of the strike.
There was also the question of who
Fisher could be replaced by, when
there was no alternative leader.
LC: What about the fight against the
cuts?
D: The problem is that cuts and
wages were taken as separate issues;
cuts will be the biggest battle over
the coming period. Cuts are
particularly important to women,
not just as regards jobs and staffing
levels, but also as regards the social
wage and the time lost by women to
look after kids and relatives. One
resolution calling for all out official
area wide action in support of
hospitals facing closure was defeated
because Fisher spoke against it.
The debate on pay-beds was very
positive. NUPE intends to take action
action against them by January 1980.
LC: What about the position of
women?
D: Two-thirds of the membership
are women who achieved virtually
nothing from the last wage rise that fact was glossed over by the
resignation amendment. There
appeared to be more women at this
year's conference than previously,
and there was a creche for the first
time although this was badly run.
LC: How was the conference run?
D: This year full conference only
took up two days. On the third day
conference broke up into sectional
meetings: health, local government,
water and universities, which made
full conference very short. Some of
the more contentious motions -— on
immigration, Ireland, emergency
cover and code of conduct — were
remitted for the Executive to deal
with. which usually means they will
be quietly forgotten.
The resolution for withdrawal
from the National Abortion Campaign and against NUPE holding any
position on abortion was roundly
defeated. Similarly the motion on
women's rights and nurseries when

report, so although we have a
democratic structure in theory, it is
only slowly coming about in
practice.
.
There are three new women
members elected to the Executive on
open seats i.e. not “women's” seats.
The union has created womens seats
at national and divisional level but it's
good to see women winning
ordinary seats.
The only identifiable left-wingers
are the IMG and the SWP, who are
very isolated. They work in the

may fall into the trap of arrogantly
bashing the working class which
some feminists unfortunately do.
The discussion around the role of
women in the union will continue,
within branches and at coming
conferences.
LC: What about the effect of passing
motions concerning women?
D: Last year the idea of a National
Women's Advisory Committee was
dropped as the Executive said they
would prepare a report. This was not
done. The amount of manipulation
on the Standing Orders Committee,
especially allowing motions to be
remitted, is very dangerous. One use
of motions about women's issues is
that women do speak on them. In
the long term these issues only
become reality in the union if they
are taken up by women. Discussion

Campaign for Action in NUPE
(CAN). The Communist Party has
many full timers, but they keep

Here are the results of a few recent
publications which reflect the pattern of

how our "national effort” is harvested and
shared out.
Figures released by the Central

Statistical Office on 10/1/79 showed rims
in personal dispoubla income in 1978.
Measured according to 1975 prices this
was 2.6% higher in the first quarter of
1798 l£‘l8,633m) than in the first
quarter of 1977 l£18,183m). In the mcond
quarter it was 8.3% higher and in the third
quarter it was again 8.3% higher.
A report in the Financial Times of

31/1/79 quoted Treasury figures for Real
Weekly Net Incomes, that is inflationadjusted figures for earnings accommodating child tax allowances and child
benefits.
According to them, the RWNI for
single people on average earn ing: was 9%

Worker meeting at the conference
attracted only 20 people, most of
whom were from Hospital Worker.
Perhaps at this stage we need a paper
for local government workers. CAN
at this conference did not represent
very much. The theory is that one
can create a left/right line of divide

higher in September '78 than in the
autumn of 1977. It was still, howaoer,

4.5% lower than at the end of 1974. A

their heads down and back Fisher.
The majority of NUPE activists are
within the union, but they have
self-styled socialists usually seeing
done that prematurely, isolating
themselves as Left Labour.
themselves from activists in the
LC: What about the future?
union. They lack realism and an
D: At national level, as there are
around socials, and womens practice
understanding of the membership.
more women members, things may
within the union do a lot more than
Perhaps space for a left united front
be a bit better. The importance of
pious resolutions at conference;
like CAI‘-.l can only exist if there is
passing motions means that local
women have to struggle at the local
already a left/right split of some sort.
women activists have a peg to hang
level at present. The left seems
It is really a question of uniting
their own struggles on.
unable to approach that problem at
activists around specific objectives,
LC: How much are members
present and there are few women
not necessarily one of having an
involved?
“left-wingers”.
entire platform. NUPE is a manual
D: The problem is men can get
LC: What is the balance of power in
workers union predominantly and
involved, but women don't, partly
the union?
does not have the same political
because of their dul workload.
D: Very recently NUPE has grown
divisions as for instance CPSA or
Also because of structure, for
enormously. It is very much run
NUT. CAN attempted to reproduce
like a family affair, often paternalistic example, male schoolkeepers
the same kind of left grouping as
represent women cleaners but also
Confermcegdelegates tend to be
CPSA “Socialist Caucus“ or the
act as their foremen. There is also
branch secretaries, not elected as
“Socialist Teachers Alliance" in the
the problem of geographical
delegates, who are father figures of
NUT — this is rather a mechanical
isolation i.e. in rural areas.
NUPE, respected long-standing
approach that doesn't involve any
LC: Disaffiliation from the Labour
"activists. They speak well and
analysis of existing conditions. An
Party was brought up at conference
represent members up to a point.
indication of leftist isolation?
wasn't it?
Reorganisation has only been going
Vanguardist arrogance?
D: 5 or 6 resolution calling for
for a few years, since the Warwick
disaffiliation were put, by people who
had been Labour supporters not
Tories. They were sent when Labour
was in power. As the Tories are now
"ea‘-.'.
%.'.i'
in, it wasn't an issue, and there was
a chorus against them.
_
_
There was a debate to make
§
s st
-1- .
.
"r"-i i -"are
NUPE sponsored MPs responsive_
sir
i" . .. . . I ._ 4. to union policies. The Executive will
-se
decide whether MPs have gone against
at
..
against union policies.
LC: How did the union organise the
national strike?
D: The Executive left the strike up
to the branches. The strike, though,
was a training=ground, and seen as
such. It was our first ever national
strike covering all sections. The
problem of the wages debate was
that it revolved around attacking
Fisher, not around learning from the
strike. Even a Left Executive in the
opposed by people who said a
long run cannot really lead a strike.
woman's place is in the home was
People might now realise that it is
passed with its opponeneeoinoeneoine
passed with its opponents being
'
Photo Ian Mclntosh (IFL) up to local activists, not the
booed by delegates.
At the local government sectional
meeting, it was mainly women who
spoke on working conditions. As
l
l
few women spoke at the main
conference, perhaps this was an
advantage of the sectional meetings,
in that they allow women to speak
I‘.
_
I
who feel less intimidated by smaller
Every issue of Libertarian Communist try to defend services are portrayed
will, however, be of special importmeetings.
has contained a piece on activity in
in lurid colours as totally irresponsible. ance. First, the growth of unified
At the Welsh Divisional Social
the public sector. During the Labour Who is more irresponsible, the
action amongst public cctor workers
there was a stripper. This raised the
government we pointed to the attacks governments that axe services or the
themselvesfand their creation of a
issue of the exploitation of women
they were making on the public sector. workers that defend them? The
common strategy for the public
and of the double standard of some
Now it is clear that the Tory governgovernments that shut hospitals or
sector as e whole, seeondr the
male delegates, who would have
ment intends to intensify the assault
the Workers that ttY to keep them
support of the wider labour movedone their nut if it had been their
wives and daughters. A woman
on the social wage (see editorial).
open?
ment for this process, and also its
delegate got up and complained that
We now know that the loss of
A "°B|l$atl°" °f the °°mm°"
I contribution to the advancement of
it was disgusting, but got an
100,000 jobs amongst council workers lhtefests °f the W°l'l<l"9 class and Of
a workers plan for the services
unsympathetic response. Many
is just one of the grisly things lined
how the ¢llﬂ‘eI1t erisis is an ﬂtteek Oh
involved.
women deiagates seemed threatened
up for us. There is also a concerted
the W°'l<i"9 tile‘-55 as 3 Whele <13"
In the next issue we hope to
by the protest. The arguments raised
flow of lies and distortion from the
Provide 3 haste tot the Unit)! and
have an article on nurseries. If you
to allow the strip to continue were
media, depicting as callous thugs
5°|5detitV heee$$etV tot 5|-leeesetul
have anything on this, or on anyto be expected, that it was the
those public_sector workers who try
"e$i5t3"°°thing else concerning the public
stripper’s job, that she chose to do it, to protect their own interests and
3|-‘eh l1"itY Wlll not he hllilt ee$ilV- sector, please send it to our contact
and that if one didn't like it one
those of the rest of the working class. Net Will It he the result Qt any
address.
Th ose wh o behave responsibly and
sin 9 Ie . sim P Ie P rocess. Two____elements
coul d wa I k out. T he d anger 'in
fighting sexism in NUPE is that one
II‘
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Executive to solve the problem.
Each strike seems important at the
time, but really it is future local
lessons and militancy that count.
Because the wages debate was so
feeble the Exec was allowed to get
away with attacks on other unions in
the public sector. Of course members
are furious, and other union leaders
have been bad but we should have
had a position that although we are
very critical of the other leaderships,
we do not condemn their members
totally.
LC: You seem highly critical of
CAN. What can left-wingers do in
NUPE?
D: The paper Hospital Worker is
fairly successful in that it has a
readership and a certain amount of
support. The joint CAN/Hospital
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married couple with two children under 11
earned on average a RWNI of £73.80 last
September. This was 8.4% higher than a
year earlier, but 3.5% down on their peak

at the end of 1974.

‘

One difficulty with average income
surveys is that they lump rich and poor
together. Separating them is difficult and

involves looking beyond incomes to other
measures of wealth.
The Central Statistical Office claimed
in a report published in "Economic
Trends" of 1/2/79 that the difference
between rich and poor households in the
UK narrowed in 1972-1977, if taxes paid

and benefits received are analysed alongside income and price trends. This report

was based on the Family Expenditure
Survey, which is a sample survey of
households in ten income brackets, from
virtually nothing to £1 1,080 p.a.

It is therefore only a rough guide. It
showed that the richest tenth of hounholds were 7% times better off than the
poorest in 1975. By 1977 they were
"only" 6% times better off.
On the other hand the "Inland
Revenue Statistics 1978" showed that on
a wider definition of wealth the rich have
been getting relatively richer under

Labour. The Inland Revenue define wealth
as all marketable assets. They exclude
things such as equity held in life assurance
companies which are more often held by
the rich. Their figures are aho based on

wills. so fail to take account of wealth
transferred before death. Their findings
still show, however, that since 1974 the
wealthiest 1% of the country have been
increasing the percentage of national
wealth they own. By 1976 it had rimn

to approximately 24%. The top 10% has
increased their share from 57.5% in 1974
to approximately 60% in 1976.
How come the rich are getting richer
whilst the gap between rich and poor

households is narrowing in terms of
incomes, taxes, and wealth?
The importance of wealth can be seen

by comparing it to income. The top 2%
of income earners lover £10,000 p.a.l
shared between them only 9% of all
personal incomes, while the top 2% of
wealth owners roped in 32% of all wealth.

In general, the very rich benefit from
aspects of wealth which are independent

of income. They deal in assets which are
likely to keep in line with, or outstrip,
inflation, which are initially expensive
and which it requires specialist knowledge
to buy. They deal in shares, property and
land.

Those whom wealth amounts to at
least £50,000 own nearly 60% of all
government securities, 2/3 of all ordinary
shares and 70% of all land.
It is also true, moreover, that
differentials in the £10,000 p.a. plus

bracket are so large as to make it an
unwhldy unit. More than a score of top

compmy directors are being paid salaries
of more than.£55,000 p.a. from single
appointments, whilst many others hold
several directorships which must bring
them into a similar bracket.
“These highly paid directors do, of

course, suffer to some extent from the
high rates of income tax with the marginal
rate of 83% on taxable income over

£23000. However, the very efficient tax
avoidance industry comes to their help
and their average tax rate should not

norrmlly exceed about 50%, according to
Kay and King in their recent book The
British Tax System.
In addition there are a variety of fringe

benefits such as top hat pension schemes,
company cars, private medical insurance,
low-interest loans, aid with childrens

education etc. The Royal Commission on
the Distribution of Wealth and Income
estimated in its report no. 3 that fringe

benefits for top company executives are
worth about 30% of salary: such beneﬁts
are tax free or taxed at much lass than
h ' f ll I e" IL aou
b rFi‘esearch.
teiruvau.
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Lorraine, including the closure of
Usinor plants in Denain and Longwy
The E.E.C. has made possible for the ruling classes a trans-national response
at a cost of 6,000 jobs each.
to the world recession. Throughout Europe the same plan has been adopted
* £6,000 redundancy payments
to save the ailing rate of profit: an offensive on the living standards of the
(1,200 for immigrant workers)
working class through cuts in public: spending and real wages, and the re* retirement at 55 for some steelstructuring of key industries.
y
workers (50 for handicapped workers
The most radical plan for industrial restructuring so far undertaken is the
and furnace workers)
Davignon Plan for the steel industry, whose objective is the loss of 140,000
* 15% increase in productivity, giving l
jobs in Europe by 1980.
a 1.7 million tonne increase in the
The Steelworkers reply to this plan in the Lorraine region of France has
amount of steel produced, despite
the redundancies.
become one of the most violent struggles of the 70's. Already the number
The other prong of this attack is on r
of steelworkers has been halved in the last ten years in the Lorraine, a
region highly dependant on steel. Phil Green was there.
pe'15i°n5_and the Seeiet Wage Having
reduced its labour force from 21,000 to
6,000 in the last 17 years, the iron ore
As with many other industries, the
Natnlaiivi the Consequence i5 a ¢1e'
mining industry finds itself paying
Steet batons are tthdthg it more pm,
cline in steel production in industrialised 10.40% of the 5e||jng priee Qf its ere ih
fitable to export capital, and invest in
°°untr'e5' ttom wh'°h few 0303
_
peeeiener eed hes thteeteeed that
third world industry than to continue escaped: W- Germany 53 inlllien tens in unless it is relieved of these edsts, it will
to invest in Eumpear; industry Thirty
1974 to 42 million tonnes in 1977,
not guarantee to maintain the remaining
‘
Japan 170 to 107, and USA 132 to 105
6,000 ]ObS. Raymond Barre, French
_iron ore mines have closed in Lorraine
and France from 27 to a projected 24
finance minister, has declared ‘the wages
1'1 the test 15 Yeats; new the_ere_c°mE5 million tonnes for 1980.
and social costs are too great for the
PY eee from Bree“ end Me'~“"ten'eIn order to maintain rates of profit
steel industry’.

where the werkere are paid E1-00 te

on European production drastic

The steel mills of Lorraine lie in

£2.50 per day. They work in far
measures are deemed necessary by the
three basins: Longwy, Frensch er
worse-conditions than Franch mines,
steel barons: wholesale closures of
Orne end South Basin, They present
and are unable to organise. Unemploy- - Steel l9ianT5 and 140.000 ledundaneies hY an awesome spectacle, monstrous
ed French miners are told that their
1980- Determined te etteek Eureleeee
beings 5Tridin9 ael'°5$ The S

tndustd, is ho tongs, compettttw

More steelworks are being built in
the

Wortd

articutarl
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steel wer_l<ere_andreir>laee then) with

valleys, discharging vast clouds of

WOl'i'(Bl’S In third WOl'iCi COLll'ltl"lBS Wi'lO5E

ye||Qw-brgwn v3p()t_|r5_ some gend huge

gothernnttents are only too
.

flames leaping Skywardst

to use
I

Cities On

'p
Y
rofitable s ecial steels sector. Findin
steel
produstion hin fEurope less and g
I
esspro
lta
e ' t e. .urnace masters are
.
.
re-investing
the
millions
ofh pounds
d b
h
.
f
nte
t e state in ot er sectors o
$51 econotiny tetectmntcs petmt

their armed forces to break strikes
.
and
tum a bimd eve i0- unhealthy and
Unsafe WUl'k||'lg C0l'\Cl|t|0i'iS,
h ave even sto ed the construction of
pp
the Ultra-lTi0del'i‘l NGUVES-lV|alSOi’iS Steel
~ ~
- Diani. at a e<_J$_’£ Oi ml|il0n$ Pi I30Und5-

Around them Cluster the steel towns '
.
.
.
.
Th'°m"“e'
Br'eY' \=/atenC'enne5'
The peOp|e of Long“/V are |arge|V
.
.
.
descendants of Italian immigrants,

chemicals) or in third WOl:iC| steel plants

The provisions of the Giraud
French
steel are

many of Whom ﬂed from Mussolini‘
The
town IS a Communist Party

§1%rig;;?|a||and' South

it

the |OSS Of

IFB.
Longwyl Dena|n' PQnt-a-MousSOn'

Plan for

j_ObS in all CB'lIB-

5-trgnghojdl 3 Cgmmunjty with

90095 13V 1930, Oi Whleh 14.000 ln
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a rich working class social life. Everyone depends on the steel mills. They
own most of the houses in the town
and for every steel job lost in Lorraine,
at least three others dependant on it in
the region must go, in teaching,
tn France the organisation of the
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CGT once again puts its hopes gr

ilquldaie a l'e9l0n. a way of life.
Previous closures in the industry
ha‘-‘e been marked hY the |aCi< Oi
opposition. The communist-

next elections, four years away
This means;
.
- symbolic rather than effective
actions and a nationalist analysis

led CGT, 1Z0 Wi'iiCl'1 ITIOST Of ’[|"|B S11B6|-

(;rj3j5_ The Cgmmunigt Party blah

WOl'|(El'S lﬁ LOl'l'6il'l6 belong, |IJ|ElC€Ci all

cgmpetjgn frgm fgrejgnr partjcul

its e995 in the haskei Oi The 1973

German, steel and ore, and dema

EiECtiOl'lS, and SYS'[ElTl3'lIlC3|iY 5lTlHSi'lECi

tariff barriers ‘[9 makg Frgnch

all protest actions. The socialdemocratic
CF DT _talked of_
_

steel more competitive.
- denouncement-of the more m

majority.
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Steelworkers demonstrate in Paris on March 23

steel industry follows_ a different
s
tt
f m the n tl n l _ ed
British Steel Corporation.
French steel is privately owned
with employers organised into
regional and national federations
Being individual, privately
owned companies does not fragment their attack on the
workers. Along with the BSC
they are members of the European steel cartel Eurofer, to
which all the EEC steel
producers belong.
One of the steel companies
recently made some concessions
to the unions’ demands on
redundancies. The French government stepped in and tore up
the agreement, and told the
employers to renegotiate it
- without the concessions.

rs’

-n.- i.-l -
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Two strategies soon emerged

The announcement lEiS’[ December

Of 14,000 redundancies however was

a thunderclap, and a week later
25,000 people from the entire
community demonstrated in Longwy.
Over Christmas, and throughout
January and February, militant actions,
often extremely violent, were taking
place almost every day.

denouncement of the social dl

cratg at every opportunity,

For the PCF the struggle is los

advance, since it believes that the
only way forward for the strugglt
is through its sharing of the reins
power in 1983, and the introd ucl
of a programme of nationalisatlo
By contrast, the CF DT brancr
Longwy, which is remarkable for

(=11

by denouncing this agreement as
‘councillist' and ‘marxist’. At Fords
near Valencia, certain CNT members
had been etected by the Workers
assembty to Works Committees in the
union e|ecttdhs_ The |_OCa| Fedeta,

_
The CNT today is not a monolithic organisation. On the contrary an intense
debate is going on which is leading up to a new CNT Congress, to be held in
October. Besides the problems of relationships between very different generations of militants (those from the pre-war CN T, and the majority of the new
CNT (90% of whom are under 30), there are problems of relationships
between exiles and the CNT in Spain itself.

tidh (50 members) decided to eXpe|
the Ford Works Union Section (209
members) _ for t,iQ|ating the deci-

Since the legalisation of the CNT,
there have been bitter polemics over
the political adherence of CNT

(lVlCL); the syndicalists and traditionalists rejected the IVICL as
‘Marxists’, although it was not

sions of the plenum (although the
Ford unionists were carrying out
the wishes of the assembly which

members; over the trade union elec-

applied against the renascent Iberian

wanted representation in the eern-

tions; over collective contracts,
and specific tendencies have arisen
with different perspectives on

Anarchist Federation (FAll.
s
_
Union eieetieite _ U'1'O0S and

miTteel- Meanwhile The Vaieneian
CNT maintained its Campaign a9ain5T
assemblies

wgrkjng in thg

asstetttbiies

Dal-ihle memherahiia?
Could members of political parties
and religious groups belong and
represent the CNT? The national
Plenum of autumn 1977 agreed that
such people could hold no resporisible positions in the CNT. This
decision fell Ori militants of the
Libertarian Communist Movement

At the same Plenum in 1977, the
decision was taken to boycott the
approaching union elections. The big
unions altogether represented only
20% of the workers, and the CNT
decided to reinforce the existing
assemblies in order to promote
working class autonomy. The
Valencian regional committee
however followed up this plenum

to advocate that the CNT should
become a more ‘global’ organisation
-- fighting in all areas of struggle.
These differences can be summed
up as:
* On the level of content: global
alternative against trade union alter
native or in other words ~— social
struggle against economic struggle.
* On the strategic and tactical
level: assembleism against syndicalism, or perhaps workers autonomy
vs. union leadership.
* On the organisational level:
integral/global organisation vs. the
syndicalist center.

Sil'lCE then thﬁ iCOU|'ICliilSt5t h3V€

suffered verbal (sometimes physical)
attacks and expulsions. A purist
syndicalist position emerged arguing
that the CNT should take part in
union negotiations like the other
bigger unions —- this position was
linked to the position that interunion activity was important rather
than assembly work. On the other
hand some of the assembleists began

Collective contracts
Since the summer of 1978 a
debate on pacts and contracts has
gone on. The building union in
Barcelona denounced the contracts
as an instrument invented by the
bourgeoisie to integrate the working
class into the system by negotiating
social peace for the length of the
agreements. They also denounced the

divisions imposed by trade and plant
de$’Il'0Yin9 an)? enmmnn Diaiinlm Oi
demands. A second tendency has
argued that the time when the contracts are made is one of large scale
mobilisation in which workers
defend their interests. To refuse to
take part in the negotiations is not
only to abandon the workers when
they most need support, but is also
in the short term accepting marginal
isation in relation to the workers
struggle. A third intermediary tendency has also appeared. They
recognise thebuilding syndicate's
criticisms and that the pacts run
against the basic CNT principle of
direct action. But for them the problem today is the existence of the
Moncloa pact (a social contract) and
the limitations on wage rises that
flow therefrom. It is crucial to break
these agreements and if theworkers
fight for higher wage rises then the

pacts can become an opportunity to
break with capital. Thus contracts
become an instrument of rupture.

iiroiéearrtnestsiotoaﬁ
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have been in reaction to the police and
the employers: when the CFDT .
occupied a TV transmitter and interposed slides about the steelworkers
workers struggles.
struggle, armed ‘gardes mobiles‘ ejected
This involves:
the occupiers, unleashing a day of
- replacement of traditional protest,
violence in which the police station was
‘calm and dignified demonstrations‘,
attacked twice and the office of the
by militant actions and ‘coups de
employers association was smashed up:
poings‘ (fist blows). Some of the
and when the CGT radio station
more imaginative of these were the
was jammed in May, more attacks on
occupation of the slag-heap at
the police resulted.
Longwy, a huge mountain of the
H owever militant these actions, few
waste products of steel production,
perspectives have emerged. The
and the erection of an SOS sign at the
attacks on the police the demonstrat
summit visible for miles around; a
ions and the one-day strikes, while
festival by the slag-heap, including
demonstrating a formitable combatsking on the slag-heap itself; and the
ivity, do not offer a means of stopping
establishment of a pirate radio station
the European steel plan and inflect‘SOS Emploi'. The CGT followed
ing a defeat on the employers. As a
this in March with their own radio
consequence, militant actions have
station.
diminished since February, although
- since the CF DT has fewer members
they still take place. Many steel
inside the steel works, it decided to
workers have accepted redundancy paytake the struggle onto the streets,
ments or early retirement.
involving the local population. It
Few attempts have been made to
organised the blocking of railways and
build the vital links with other steelmotorways to create a ‘rupture with
workers. The CGT has said nothing
the central power‘, and to hit the
purse of the state, held responsible for
about the redundancies in other
unemployment.
European steelworks, and the defeat
- organisation of regional demonstrat- of the W. German steelworkers‘
ions and one-day general strikes.
struggle for a 35-hour week. Here
- occupation of public places they
again, symbolic actions are the order
considered accomplices in the
of the day: occupations of frontier
dismantling of the steel industry, like
posts and a demonstration outside
the railway stations, post offices, banks,
the headquarters of the European
tax offices etc.
steel bossess
This strategy has given the CFDT
And in France regionalism rules.
many gains in union elections in the
The Lorraine unions demand changes
steelworks.
in the steel plan that will mean
The workers most militant actions

democracy and the richness of its
debates, says that the steel plan will
only be scrapped by the strength of

The March 23 demonstration erupted into violence, which went on all through the night.

Photo John Sturrock (Report)
'

Apgrt from the Ba;-¢e|0nan buildlﬂg
syndicate no positions have been
taken by other unions + so the
debate continues (although in fact
they take part in negotiations and
mobilisationsl.

mind that any such analysis is neoessarily schematic, and that it would
be difficult to pigeon-hole many
members of the CNT so neatly.
There are 8 main tendencies:
Pure of revolutionary syndicalists. Press organ: the Valencian
TENDENCIES & ORGANISATION
Fragua Social, c/o Gabriel Marti,
In order to attempt to catalogue
Apartado de Correos 1.337,
Valencia. They do notrecognise
these tendencies it seems useful to
the workers assemblies, denouncing
look at three different levels of
them as ‘councilIist' and a camouorganisation.
flage for ‘Marxist’ activity, and are
In examining the various tendencies that exist within the CNT
bitterly opposed to political groupit is necessary to examine their
' ings active within the CNT. They
place all their faith in the CNT
attitude to three main questions.
First, what attitude should one take
leadership and believe that the CNT
to "the assemblies in the factories?
by itself can produce the revolution
Second, what importance should one
The FAI, some non-FAI anarplace on the CNT itself, what should chists, and the ‘historical anarchobe its role? Third, to what extent
syndicalists'. Press; Tierra y Libershould the CNT allow political tentad, illegal, so no fixed address.
dencies to operate within it and how They follow roughly the same line
much importance should one attach
in that they oppose ‘councillism’
to them? In considering the various
and support the CNT leadership.
tendencies and their attitudes to
However, they see a role for the
these questions, it should be born in
FAI in struggles outside the

2?’?
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Glasgow — Clyde iron works closed last year

Photo Andrew Wiard (Report)
._.____.__..

closures in the coastal steelworks
instead of Lorraine, and attempts to
create links between steelworkers in
the two regions have resulted in the
suspension of the Dunkerque section
by the national leadership.
Throughout Europe, steelworkers
are at the front of the bourgeoisie's
strategy for the crisis: new technology, restructuring of industry to
take account of a new world division
of production and the declining
profitability of some sectors, and
attacks on employment and living
standards. To stop this strategy in its
tracks, and prevent a defeat new per
spectives are needed:
* a new level of militant action
against institutions implicated in the
steel plan — employers, ministries,
banks, communications etc.
* effective links between workers at
an international level, including the
third world miners and steelworkers
through solidarity actions,
* a campaign for democracy in the
labour movement, to prevent reformist trade union leaderships selling out
workers in struggle,
* building a general strike to impose
a radical reduction in the hours of
work without loss of earnings, no
redundancies, and a guaranteed minimum wage for all including the
unemployed, youth and retired
V
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union, in the politics of culture,
anti-militarism, ecology, etc.
Critical anarcho-syndicalists
and some libertarian communists.
Press: Bicicleta, c/o Nave no 12,
20 Valencia 2. They support selforganisation by workers in assemblies and their unity in action at
the base. They see the CNT as a
class organisation, but don't see
it as ‘global’ organisation as this
would entail a centralisation of the
libertarian movement of which the
CNT is only a part. They are opposed
to political groupings within the
CNT, as they fear that these would
turn into Leninist parties using the
union as a ‘transmission belt‘ within
the working class.
The anarcho-communist group
Askatasuna, some anarchists and
libertarian communists. Press:
Askatasuna, Apartado de Correos
1.628, Bilbao. They believe in the
importance of the assemblies. They
believe that the CNT can go beyond
a purely union role, can unite all

4%“

libertarian tendencies and fight in
all areas of social struggle. They see
scope for political organisations
within the CNT, adding to its development of theory.
Other libertarian communists.
Press: Palante, Apartado de Correos
42.025, Madrid. Very similar to
Askatasuna, but are opposed to
political tendencies in the CNT,
following the line that they can
only lead to Leninism.
Critical and non-orthodox anarchists. No press. Similar ideas to the
followers of Askatasuna and Palante,
but believe that while tendencies
should produce revues and debate
theory within CNT, they should not
go beyond this and organise.
Finally, there are two groups outside the CNT, but which are sympathetic and take part in debates with
Bicicleta and Palente:—
Libertarian and autonomous
Marxists. Press: Emancipacion, c/o
Guipouzcoa No 11, 1 Oizqda,
Madrid 20. They support the assem-

blies, and they believe that the CNT,
the Organisation of Workers Autonomy and a number of other groups
should fuse to form one political
union organisation, allowing tendencies.
Spontaneist libertarians. They
believe only in the importance of
the workers assemblies, there is no
need to organise at any other level.
ls the CNT in crisis? It is obvious‘
that all the political and union organi
sations are going through some sort
of crisis, in part as a reaction to the
euphoria of 1976/7. The CNT‘s is
perhaps more acute and fundamental, revealing greater differences
of opinion. Only the CNT has held
no congress since the death of
Franco. The congress in October
will be the first for 43 years.
This article is a translation and adaptation by T.Z. of an article in Tout le
Pouvoir Aux Travailleurs, paper of our
French sister-organisation, the Union of
des Travailleurs Communistes
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ﬂﬂd the women's l"l‘lO\iElTlBI11I have written 3 b0Ol( that ‘l3Cl(lBS one Of the key

regpgnd tg the needs Qf the gggjaljgt

problems facing socialists today - what sort of organisations do we need, and
in particular what changes do socialists need to make to their ideas about
organising to take account of the criticisms and insights of feminism.
The Yeete Sihee 1953 heve $h0Wh
diffe rent groups.

m()vernen‘|j_ The demands of feminism cannot be incorporated by
existing organisations by simply
tacking bits on to the programme or

U5 that 3 single re"i_0l'~m0narV party

9h/in9 mare space to 'W0men'5 i55Ue5'

by men, but the history of workers’
struggles and the concerns of the
socialist movement have also been
male. Some aspects of this are: the
pre-occupation of both Trotskyists
and anarchists (and libertarian communists for that matter!) with the
high points of confrontation to pin
their analyses of history on; their 2
reluctance to admit mistakes (John
Floss wrote in Socialist Challenge
recently that ‘the Fourth lnternational has been right on every

new ones?
In Beyond the Fragments, Sheila
Rowbotham makes a formidable
critique of Leninism, and its expressions in Trotskyism and Eu rocommunism, questioning the very
roots of its assumptions about the
role of the party and its relationship
to the class.
One of the fundamental features
of a revolutionary organisation, as
opposed to a campaign or a reformist
structure, is its ability to link
together the different aspects of
oppression and struggle within capitalism. Rovvbotham challenges the
Leninist dialectic whereby the Party
automatically transcends the limitations of its members. She says that
the hierarchical structure of such a
party both hinders equal participation and development of people's
potential, and reproduces the power
Chiewiek W°'"e"'$
AidAngela
CehttePhillips (IFL)
Photo
of advantaged groups within capitalism (white middle class men).
major question’); the Leninist
Thus without a theory of how
concept of ‘professional revolutioninequalities can be overcome, and a
aries’ and the placing of organising
conscious acknowledgement of the
skills, and organisers, on a pedestal;
need to do this, it is simply idealism
and the competitive game of labels
to assume that the limitations
that is played, hiding complex polipresent within an organisation will
tical realities behind the jargon of
automatically be transcended. In ‘centrist’, ‘ultra-leftist’ and so on.
addition, feminism has criticised the
By their insistence on the uni.
categories of struggle in the analysis
versal validity of their ideas, and the
of Leninist organisations, since the
identification of ‘advanced condwieieh ei eleleieeeieh ihttl eetegefiea
sciousness‘ with the party, Leninists
of significance does not reach the
have elevated theory above ex periroots of oppression, and the complex
enced reality, so that it ‘hangs above
power relationships within
us in ahistorioal space’,
capitalism, and consequently
The purpose of theory,
prevents the links being made.
Flowbotham argues, is to help comThi5 Dfehlem. Says Rowbotham,
munication of ideas, experiences and
of unity between socialist
feelings, and to facilitate action. To
organisations and autonomous
do this it must constantly be reorganisations, is along way from
examined. The value of feminism is
being solved, but it is essential to
in its openness: ‘As women encoundevelop ways of organising that allow ter feminism they can make their
political conflict, and help to develop
own kind of organising according to
and share the understandings -of
their needs’.
Gay Pride Week tiiis year looks
set to be a massive and joyful
celebration of the tenth
anniversary of the Stonewall
Riots in New York, which were
against police harassment of a
gay bar, and also the tenth
anniversary of the foundation of
the Campaign for Homosexual
Equality and the Scottish
Homosexual Rights Group.
Events range from gay drama
and lectures through to a
mammoth festival in Hyde Park
- on June 30th. Most events take
place betveen June 23rd and
July 1st. For full details contact
BAR RY JACKSON) ON
01-278-5670.
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ln Beyond the Fragments
Rowbotham decisively rejects the
abiiiiy of a Leninist so-uoiure to

that Weuld heeelhe e these l3ei'tV Oi
the WeI'i<ih9 Glee-5 i5 unlikely t0
emerge from the present situation
through any political process —
eithel-19h mefgete 0" the ha5i5 Oi
uriity new -— p0litiC$ later’ ramaiﬂ
on the cards. So what went wrong? ls
there yet a true party to be diseevefed amﬁhg the Competing
Corraﬁtﬂaﬁaaﬁ available; or is there
Deeeihiil mete te it than that. C-ﬂuid
there be something wrong with the
heeie
modihl
the
1905 eleleteeehiccaﬂ
texts’ or do We we
need
to Write

in the newspaper. The challenge is to
the very assumptions about the ways
in which the left organises, and the
kind of socialism it is making.
Socialistsiihave a great
deal
'
' |' to
learn from t -e utopian socia ist communities of the nineteenth century,
i and from the concerns of the
women's movement. In particular,
feminists have emphasised collective
working, skill-sharing, self-help and
a commitment to open, supD0itiVe
structures.
‘
-f’
'
I. .
f This meansfrei ’g%’fe"'(§’1 pto meal
Orms Ways
0 Orgamsmg
a
actually
reflect
the kinds of socialism
We Want
However, one Says iitiio about tho
problems of pre-figurative politics,
which seem,..to me to be in two main
areas.
ln§6mmotri with the co-operative
movement, the ‘alternative society’
of the sixties and seventies, and the
syndicalist ideal of ‘building the new
society in the shell of the old’, these
politics propose structures that
simply need to grow and grow until
they have replaced the decayed
worn-out capitalist system. This
model of change ignores the contradictions of existing within capitalism,
as many workers’ co-operatives have
discovered, and contains no strategy
for the overthrow of existing power
relations.
Furthermore, it is somewhat
elitist to make a lot of assumptions
about the sort of socialism that is
possible, since a socialist society will
arise out of the needs and struggles
of a great deal more people than are

Hackney Nursery demonstration

Nevertheless, despite the lack of
elaboration of the sort of democra ti
structures pre-figurative politics
would entail -- and the authors of
Beyond the Fragments say they are
not prescribing perfect structures —this book successfully opens up the
debate around the sort of socialism
we need, and the lessons the left
must learn from feminism. These
ideas cannot be ignored if the marginality of the revolutionary left is to
be overcome.
It is interesting to look at the
development of the LCG in the light
of the questions raised by the
authors of Beyond the Fragments.
The ORA/AWA was born out of
an understanding of the failures of
the post-68 anarchist movement.

Photo Michael Ann Mullen (Hackney Flashers)

In the second half of September the Libertarian Communist Group
.
Piehs te held a day-school iﬂ l-Oﬂdﬂih

This will be a one-day event, taking place on a Saturday. Registration fee will be £1 , and those who register in advance will be sent
documents relating to topics to be discussed at the day-school.
Tho moi-nino session wiii be oovotooi to introducing tho |_ioor-on-ian Communist Group and to a discussion on the present situation,
-in Britain
- - . and abroad,
- with,
and dealing
for. example, the
.
. article
.on
the public services and the need for a public sector alliance. Sessions
in the afternoon will be based on workshops around the_ LC supplements that has been produced so far. The day-school will end with
a plenary session on future developments in this country, and the
fight ahead.
Full details will appear at a later date in both Libertarian
Communist and the left press. Anyone wishing for further details
h ld~ write to.' LCG ,co
I 27 Clerkenwell Closec, Lon-don_ EC1 .-.. .
sou

The revolution and civil war in Spain
in 1936-1939 contained some of the
greatest moments in the Eistory of
the European working class. The
largest single organisation of the
working class in Spain was the CNT,

the anarcho-syndicalist trade union.
Today, forty years on, does the
libertarian tradition have any importance in Spain?
The answer to that question must
be yes. Despite being ignored by
most of the revolutionary left in
Britain, the libertarian movement has
grown rapidly since Franco's death.

currently part of the left.

g

Gombin The Radical Tradition, a
study in modern revolutionary
thought. Two good chapters on the
revolutions of 1917-21 in Russia and
Germany. £2.95.

Mattick Anti-Bolshevik Communism
essays on the KAPD, Kautsky,

Russia etc. £2.50.
Paz Durrutti— The People Armed A
classic account of the role of
Durrutti in the CNT up to 1936.
£3.40
Peirats Anarchists in the Spanish
Revolution Peirats‘ view of the Civil
War in which he opposed the CNT
leadership as a member of the FIJL

in Barcelona. £2.95.
D‘Agostino Marxism and the Russian
Anarchists This book has 3 valuable
chapters on the ideas of Arshinov,
Maximoff and Makhno. £2.95
Maximoff The Guillotine at Work a
classic.
* Dolgoff Cuba-A Critical Perspective
contains original documents from

‘Matt Kronsdadt Uprising 80p
*Schechta The Politics of Urban
Libera tion. £3.40
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The CNT now has perhaps as many as
500,000 members.
The Libertarian Spain Committee
believes that solidarity work with
Spanish libertarians is vital for us in
Britain, and sees Spain as the “weak
link in European capitalism“.
Libertarian Spain, bulletin of the
LSC is available for 20p inc. postage,
bundles of 5 from LSC, Box 3, 73
Walmgate, York YO1 2TZ. Make
cheq Lies PeYeh|e to Yeik C0I""iT\UhltY
Bookshol3- Dehetitihs towards the
WOFK Oi the i-SC WOI-lid -3'50 he
9fateiUiiY epleteeieteli

York Community Bookshop

Cuban anarcho-synclicalists. £3.40

I 53¢
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‘Beyond the Fragments‘by Sheila Fiowbotham, Lynne Sega! and Hilary
Wainrigh t. Newcastle Socialist Centre and lslington Community Press, f 1.00.
Three women with a long history of involvement in left-wing organisations
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' We eventually developed a more
marxist understanding of politics,
ehd hegah t0 ell-Ie5ti0h h0th the
apolitical way we had supported selfactivity, and our self-image as an
organisation that was a mass revoluti0hai'Y Oigehieetieh ih emhI'Y0. that
Simply needed to recruit more
Pe0PieAfter a great deal of turmoil
emerged the LCG that saw itself
iUhdemehta||Y 35 e ieedetehip Oi
ideas —- not the leadership, correct on
eVeTY ieetle. hut e QTOUD Di People
with certain insights, ideas and ana-

*Rubin Essays on Marx‘s Theory of '

Value. £2.30
B rinton Bolsheviks and Workers

Control. £1 .00
* Dolgoff Anarchist Collectives £2.25
* trade terms on these titles only
to shops.
AND IN FRENCH
Castoriadis (P. Cardanl La Societe
Bureaucratique vols 1 and 2 £2.60

each. l_"'Experience de la Mouvement
Ouvriere vols 1&2 £2.70 each.
D. Guerin Ni Dieu, Ni Maitre 4 vols
£2.70 each;
Korsch, Mattick, Pannekoek, Ruhle,
Wagner La Contre-Fi‘evoluti'on
Bureaucra tique £2.50 . Arguments

l-4 £2.40 each.
Please write for other lists: Red and

Black Books, gay books, poetry,
badges etc. Mail order. Please add
postage. Orders below £5 20%; orders
£5-£1 0 15%; orders over £10 10%-—
we'll refund you if you sent too

much, promise!
All orders to: York Community
Bookshop, 73 Walmgate, York,
YO1 2T2. Tel: 0904-37355.

lyses that could be of use to
the left; we didn't have ‘the answers‘
but we certainly had some of the
question;
_
We continued to consistently
support the autonomy of people
struggling against specific oppressions
but have so far failed to integrate the
insights of these movements into our
politics, or to actively support their
struggles, largely because of an
absence of any serious internal
debate contributed to by gays and
women, within the organisation.
Phil Green
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Fontana in the air (1969, the bomb
explosion in a bank that killed 13
people, Pinelli and Valpreda, two
anarchists were accused. Pinelli was
“suicided” whil 1 being interrogated
at police headquarters, and Valpreda
spent over four years in jail without
trial. The verdict was only pronounced a couple of months ago, condemning a director of the Italian
Secret Service, Giannetini, to life,
and two Nazi-Fascists, Freda and
Ventura, likewise only the latter
two neatly “left” Italy before the
verdictll.
Why this sudden activity by the
state, which up to now has only provoked astonishment on the Revolutionary Left, and division amongst
(BR — Red Brigades)".
the judiciary for lack of proof?
In short the Police made it
Well, in Italy, like Britain, we are
known that they had "overwhelm 'ng
entering into early elections after
proof” that the Autop leaders and
the collapse of the umpteenth
the BR are one and the same. Links
Andreotti government, and the
with the kidnapping and execution
definite failure of the Communist
of Aldo Morofwere vented. The
Party's (PCI) three-year courtship
accusations went as far as to sug Qst
of the Christian Democrats (DC),
that it was Toni Negri himself that 1
for a “Historic Compromise” govtelephoned M ro's widow before
ernment together with the DC. The
the Christian Democratic leader was
political picture is tragic to say the
killed.
least. All the indicators point to a
Eight days later, all the arrested
hefty decline in the PCI votes,
are still in jail. The interrogations of
whilst the DC should increase
Negri haven’t brought out one single
slightly. The “catch-all" Socialist
grain of proof, and the police haven't
produced any concrete evidence what Party (PSI), desperately trying to
reposition itself as the alternative,
whatsoever to support their early
has little or no credibility.
ardour. In the meantime Negri has
Italy seems ungovernable. There
been transferred to Rome, and there
seems no viable solution that these
starts to be a smell of Piazza

--t

On April 7th the Digos (the Italian
equivalent of the Special Branch)
swooped down on the towns of
Padua, Milan and Rome, arresting
the leading ideologues of the
growing mass movement
Autonomia Operaia (Autop Workers’ Autonomy), Toni Ne gi
Rector of the University of Padua,
Oreste Scalzone and Franco
Piperno, both leaders of May '68
and of Potere Operaio (Potop —
Workers’ Power) until its dissolution in 1974, and at present
theorists of Autop. Over twenty
arrests and dozens of court subpoenas; workers, journalists and
university professors, all accused
of conspiring to: “overthrow the
democratic order of the Italian
state through the Brigate Rosse

new elections could give to the mess
On the other hand the Guerilla
groups of the BR, Prima Linea
(Front Line) and the Libertarian
{Azione Rivoluzionaria', have
stepped up their activity. The
police for their part are with their
nerves on edge. Shootings are the
order of the day; motorists who
“fail to stop" at road blocks, or
who simply are passing in a suspect
car (Florence ten days ago), are
the innocent victims of a machine
gun burst that “accidentally” is
fired by a Police squad!
Over 300 innocent victims of
the trigger-happy police in three

years, since the special powers to
the police (the Reale Law) was
passed in parliament (and has full
PCI backing), giving the police
power to shoot at will.
Anyone stopped by the police
in Italy today (You've a 50/50
chance if you are out after midnight) are greeted with pistols in
hand, and fingers on the trigger.
The state is powerless against the
Guerrillas, and the masses know it.
The arrests are perhaps a last
desperate effort to assure public
opinion that everything is under
control, prior to the elections. But
upto now the proof isn't forthcoming, and public opinion is
beginning to think that it doesn't
exist!
The Revolutionary Left is, as

are still arguing between themselves, I
and as yet can't come to any
agreement on the presentation of a
single electoral list. Their failure to
offer any viable alternative to the
PCl's hegemony in the workers’
movement since the last elections in
1976 has resulted in mass defections
from the group s The only area to
grow is Autonomia. Autonomia’s
refusal of institutional forms of
strug le also attracts many Libertarian Revolutionaries. Today the
Autop collectives probably can count
on between 60,000 and 70,000
militants and sympathizers.
Autnomia's verbal, theoretical
and active adherence to forms of
proletarian violence (although they
have always been critical of the
vanguardist-party tactics of the
BR and company), has singled
them out as prime targets of the
establishment (DC and PCI).
What about the Libertarian
currents in this Revolutionary
set-up?
There is a resurrgence of Libertarian theory and praxis, not only
amongst areas of Autop, but also in
the imminent refoundation of the
Revolutionary Syndicalist USI
(Italian Syndicalist Union), which
when disbanded by the fascists,
after playing a leading role in the
“Red Two-years" 1919-20, counted
over 300,000 militants. Also
I

“Libertarian Worker” publications

usual, in disarray. The mini-parties
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I would say that on the whole the
weekend was a success. I was particularly impressed at how well the
affinity group structure worked. It
meant that everyone involved in the
Q“ May day weekend nearly 10,000
non-violent steps necessary to oppose tended to damaging property, especdirect action had some say in how it
ially the perimeter fence around the
nuclear
power
though
as
we
shall
people took part in the anti-nuclear
reactor site. ln the end it was decided was organised, that everyone knew
see there is no general agreement as
‘gathering’ at Torness in Scotland.
what was happening, and that during
that if possible entry onto the site
to what non-violent means One of
S'nce lans were announced for an
'
. .
the occupation people worked toshould be made without damaging
’
p
the most os|t|ve as ects of the
Advanced Gas Cooler Reactor (AGR) Alllance
.
.p the strongp involvement
gether in an organised way. The
the fence.
I5
left as a whole could learn much
at Torness there has been a growing
In the event, on Sunday over
of feminists in all aspects of the
from the way affinity groups worked
2,000 managed to occupy the site
campaign to stop the project. Last
organisation.
at Torness and it mighthelp to avoid
by crossing the fence of straw bales
YB-Bl’ SCRAM (5¢0'¢’li$h Campaign T0
The weekend started on Saturday
the confusion and disorganisation
supplied by a friendly farmer or
Resist the Atomic Menace) called a
with the gathering. There was music
that happens on many demonstraclambering through holes dug under
4,000 strong protest at Torness which from a local folk band, the Women's
tions.
it. Most people spent the next two
whjgh bfgugh in pggp|g frgm 3|| Qugr
STFBBI Band 'I’l'Ol'T1 YOl’l(, BITIII-l'lLlC(B3l'
Equally the left would do well to
days painting slogans on the fence or
stalls
and
exhibits,
and
non-violent
Britain and abroad. It was at last
learn from the constructive use of
on rocks on the large perimeter
training for the occupation the
year's protest that the Torness
non-violent tactics by the Alliance
following day. Everyone who wanted mound, building a croft, planting
Alliance — the organisation that
and the anti-nuclear movement in
trees, and looking around the acres
h .
to participate in the occupation was
called May's ‘gat ermg’ - was
other countries. You don't have to
of devastated land that had been
asked to ]Olﬂ an affinity group —
be a pacifist to support the use of
f°"""ed_
_
many of the affinity groups had been bulldozed over the past 6 months.
The Torness Allrance |s an allnon-violent tactics and from the
One enterprising group managed to
formed and worked together before
iance of local anti-nuclear groups
evidence of Torness they allow a
divert a number of streams in such a
the weekend. Each group sent a
and individuals opposed to the con. spokesperson .- to decision-making
much wider range of people (women '
way as to flood a large section of
struction of a nuclear power station
children, elderly, white, protestant
the site and undermine the access
meetings and also had a number of
at Torness. It is organised on a
sexist men and others not capable
roads.
support people whose job it was to
decentralised basis — there is no
of taking direct action) to particiThe question of damage to propkeep in contact with members of
‘leadership body’ — with a regular
pate in direct actionthan the more
erty was however continually raised
their group throughout the occupadelegate meeting deciding overall
violent actions organised by the
during the occupation, mostly as a
tion, follow them if they were
policy. To date the Alliance has tried arrested‘ and so 0n_
result of the actions of ‘self-confessed left.
to encourage the active involvement
One problem, or potential
On Saturday night a large meeting individual anarchists’ (as the press
of its membership rather than just
called them). On Sunday some people problem, is that the Alliance strucof spokespeople met for hours to
aiming for massturnouts on the scde decide on tactics for the next daY_
ture has no mass meetings, and this
broke into the compound housing
0’ the A"t"Naz' League‘ The AH‘
There was a big debate about whether the plant and machinery and smashed could mean that minority and dissiiance believes in taking whatever
dent views are effectively excluded
a few machines up. They also dama commitment of non-violence exfrom discussion in the movement as
aged a couple of landrovers and site
a whole. For instance there was no
huts. Their action was strongly
real discussion of the proposal by
opposed by most people in the
the SWP for a greater orientation to
occupation for a number of reasons.
the trade union movement, though
Some opposed it because they felt
it is fair to say that the SWP have
that any damage to property would
hardly been actively involved in _
provoke a violent confrontation with
the Alliance in any case.
the police and/or because they were
There now seems to be some
opposed to damaging property under
uncertainty on the way forward for
any circumstances. But most
the Alliance. Plans for a permanent
opposed it primarily because it went
occupation have been suspended
against the decisions that had been
and there is not yet a worked out
made democratically by the Allstrategy for stopping building once
iance as a whole.
and for all. Even so the anti-nuclear
Anyone who wan-ted to could
movement is here to stay and I
participate in the decision-making
would urge everyone who can to
process of the Alliance, but most
get involved in the Torness Alliance
of those who did damage property
It may not be perfect but it's the
chose not to do so. My own imnearest thing we have to a mass
pression is that most people at
libertarian organisation.
Torness were not opposed to
damaging property per se, but merely
A PARTICIPANT FROM YORK
felt that on that occasion no useful
Demonstration against transporting nuclear waste on the North London line
purpose could be served by doing so.
WATCH |-r COMRADE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Photo Eamonn O'Dwyer (IFL)
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Continued on back page

Once again we're asking for your
support by taking bundles of
Libertarian Communist to sell
‘to your friends and work mates.
Write to us for bundles of ten
upwards on a sale or return basis.
We'd also very much
appreciate feedback of any sort;
letters, criticism, articles on I
struggles, cultural or sexual
issues, anything that you feel
capable of writing about.lf
possible, please send your
contributions typed,
double-spaced, with margins on
A4 paper.
Now to a very important
question, the question of money.
It will not have escaped your
attention that we live under a
system called capitalism, where
things are not distributed to
those in need but instead cost
money. Paper, postage,
typesetting, printing etc all cost
money. The Libertarian
Communist Group is very small
and its members are all very
poor. Like all Left papers, this
one runs at a loss, even with our
impoverished members
subsidising it. So, we need
money to keep on coming out.
We are therefore asking you
for £1,000. It really is a very
small sum. You could only buy
a tiny part of a Rolls Royce with
it. It would only pay for a few
weeks in a private hospital or a
‘public’ school. Giving money to
us is one of the few ways in
which you can help to change
the world!
All contributions are gratefully
received. The next paper should
be out by the middle of
September, so all contributions
would reach us by the
beginning of that month. We will
give you ‘details then of how
much money you have sent us.
Send any contributions,
literary or financial, to:
.

LCG
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May '79._ Police with armoured cars, sub-machine guns and bullet-proof vests attacking
leftist militants who tried to bred< up a neo-fascist (MS!) pre-ele t
t
M I .
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The competence of this “test
.
.

””’_ _

exploit of the Red Brigades, has left
the state rather worried. With only
30 days into the elections, apathy is
rife, and the state can't afford to be
ridiculed any further. The guerrillas
responsible for Moro‘s execution are
still free, whilst the state is trying
everything to hang the whole guerrilla
movement on the Autonomia
professor Toni Negri, with no proof
up to now legitimising his arrest or
their accusations. This latest Red Brigades action
just rubs the salt into the wound.
The state is seemingly powerless
to defend its cherished institutions,
the the Red Brigades are proving, to
many Italians, that they are not the
“criminal band of assassins",
“isolated and scattered", with no real
strength, as the state, would have us
believe . . . . . . .not after the meticu
lousness of the latest Rome raid.
Italy is the hub of revolutionary
activity in Europe, and the lead up
to the June elections has probably
many other surprises in store for the
Bourgeoisie and their lackeys in the

7

Over 200,000 demonstrators behind
a sea of red banners and placards
marched through the streets of Milan
chanting various slogans, which has
the air of pre-election propaganda,
rather than the annual solidarity
fiesta against capitalism.
such as ’Primo Maggio‘, ‘AutoThe bulk of the marchers were
gestione’ and the very new ‘An.
the well-disciplined, and usually
Archos’ (with Naom Chomsky,
agitated, PCI. Chanting for a
Daniel Guerin, Claude Lefort and
government that includes them.
Paul Mattick as collaborators), testi
Obviously the dream of the
fy to the increase in Libertarian
"Historic Compromise" hasn't I
ideas in the mass movement.
faded. The PCI militants and
The bankruptcy of all Bolshevik
supporters, as I said, were partimodels, and the “fraternal” wars
cularly vociferous and aggressive in
between Vietnam and Cambodia,
their demands; that without the
and then China andVietnam, for
PCI Italy is ungovernable. The PSI
many "wavering" Italian revolufollowed on, rather sheepishly,
tionary comrades, was the last
behind an ocean of red carnations,
straw. The Libertarian current has
chanting vague slogans for a
never been so strong and so nonnational unity government.
sectarian. The FAI (Italian
The "revolutionary left” groups
Anarchist Federation) -and other
fresh from their failure to create a
Anarchist collectives are getting
single united list, followed the two
further and further out of touch
historical left parties chanting the
with the mass movement, just as
unanimous slogan: “Uniti si, ma
are the Bolshevik tendencies. The
contro la DC!" (“United yes, but
growth of a strong "autonomous"
against the DC”). Rather comical,
anti-party anti-statist tendency is a
remembering the in-fighting
fact, in the largest Revolutionary
between. the groups which left
movement in Europe.
them un-united in front of the
As a recent article in a Liberelections!
tarian magazine stated:
The PDUP-M LS front (they will
Anarcho-communists, anarchopresent a single list together) were
syndicalists, libertarian communists,
in around 2000, but there were
situationists, libertarian marxists,
glaring differences between the
councillists, autonomist workerists
intellectual PCI-dissenters that
there's more that we have in
make up the bulk of the PDUP,
common than divides us, most of
and the young rough hard-line
our differences are a question of
Stalinist-Maoists of the MLS, who
semantics
When we refer to
continued to add Stalin's name in
this growing Libertarian Revoluthe “Internationale” that was
tionary tendency it is in the above
being sung. A very strange alliance
terms that we think of it in Italy.
indeed. The result is that the MLS
No amount of criminalization
has lost over a third of its militants
will deter the Italian proletariat
through this alliance with the
from struggling against the monPDUP; voices have it that after the
strous design to "kill" all opposition
elections there will be a complete
to the state regime, as envisaged by
merger between the two organizathe DC and PCI. Acts like the recent
tions.
arrests, and the constant ”shelving
Behind the PDUP-M LS were
of court cases against fascists and
DP with 2000 odd marchers shoutstate lackeys, are intimidatory, and
ing slogans for a united left against
in the long run will only push more
the DC (as the reader cansee,
and more desperate alienated, unvariety was the keynote). The DP
employed or deluded revolutionaries
under the banner “United New
to opt for clandestine Guerrilla
warfare. Or perhaps that is what the
Left”, which will include the Left
Unionists, and a few MLS and
state WBIIIIS
H
Nissim, Manifesto mavericks, is going it
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The tail end of the manifestation was brought up by the two
Trostkyist groups (GCR of the
Fourth International and the
Revolutionary Socialist League)

who are also in the process of
merging. The Italian Trotkyists are
much smaller numerically than the
UK counterparts; they had around
200 marchers.
The orthodox Maoist MarxistLeninist Communist Party brought
up the rear with around 100
marchers, screaming pro-Albanian
slogans!
The notable "absences" were
Lotta Continua and Autonomia
Operaia. The Autonomi declared
that they would not participate in
the May Day farce as their leaders
(Toni Negri, Oreste Scalzone, etc)
after one month, are still in jail for
allegedly being leaders of the Red
Brigades, without one ounce of
proof being given by the police.
Lotta Continua, on the other
hand, just doesn't exist any more.
And this May 1st was the final irrevocable proof. About 40 hardliners (close to some areas of
Autnomia) marched sloganing:
“Neither with the state, or the
.
..
Red Brigades! But the rest of what
is termed the LC "area" were smugly

excellent) “Autogestione” (SelfManagement) and distributed a
rather nebulous call for “selfmanaged communism” without
going into how they proposed to
go about implementing it.
The “majority” current of
Revolutionary Syndicalists, who are
pushing forward for the Autumn
Foundation Congress of USI without the Anarcho-Syndicalists (who
see it as premature), leafleted their
organizational programme, and an
invitation to all workers fed up with

the Political Unions’ sell-outs to
contact us. For the firsigtime in
years Red and Black Syndicalist
USI banners were seen on May Day
in Italy
|n ..g|orious.. isonmon about 100
orthodox FAI Anarchists held their
own mach’ 3 m"e away’ comphtely
cut off from the mass event. Another
indication of their escapism.
The demonstration ended with
the three Union leaders usual
demagogic rhetoric in Piazza del
Duomo, to the hysterical ovations
of the PCI and PSI faithful.
Three days later another component of the proletarian forces
celebrated pre-election May Day a
little late. A very well disciplined
and well organized Red Brigade
guerrilla commando broke into the
DC Rome HO in broad daylight,
planted three time-bombs in the
offices, bound the Quads’ shot three

I

Jim

rtial

My heart leaps within meas I survey
the state of this great nation of ours,
writes Jim Partial our man in Finch s
Wine Bar This nejw Conservative
government are making Britain great
again!
lt‘s great for all the go-ahead
sectors of our economy, the private
hospitals, the private schools, the
private industries. Lets have more of
them!
Maggie Thatcher, that visionary,
should de-nationalise all such lossmaking sectors as the state education
system, state health care, and above

police who attacked them (one died
and the other two are critical), and
.
.
escaped without a trace into the
crowds of central Rome as the

all, supplementary benefits, and sell
them all back into private hands.
It has been scientifically proved
by such intellectual giants as Sir
Keith Joseph that private goods are
intrinsically better than public goods
Large private houses, large private
rs r' ate acht
rivate clubs are
Ca ' D W
Y
S‘. p
.
.
all good for the nation. Sir Keith and
| have an of these things and We
know that they are good’! N50

at heme PI'BPﬂ|’i"9 their eleetdrel

bombs exploded behind them des-

unlike the so-called ‘low-paid’, he and

Cami-Twig" in fﬂvﬂl" 0!’ The Rﬂdiﬁﬂl

troying the Christian Democratic
HO.

I are proud to be British!
I
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Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

NISSIM, Milano 4 May 1979

the massive demonstration to leaflet
the marchers, and the passers-by.
The Bordighist parties (the International Communist Party and the
Internationalist CP), the Ecologists
and smaller Maoist and Trotskyist
groups handed out tens of thousands
of leaflets.

If thereis a tick‘ in this box, your subscription
runs out with this issue.

PCI.

;;|---'---'--|,__-_'__----- .

Party.
Most of the smaller groups used

LIBERTARIAN COMMUNIST GROUP.
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Please make all cheques/POs payable to ‘LCG General
Fund’ (abroad IMOs only) and send them to LCG, c/o
136 Klngsland High St., London E8.

The Libertarians?
The SUI militants (the writer
amongst them) handed out one of
two different leaflets expounding
the two different currents that are
forming in the USI project. The
Anarcho-Synd calists, with their
constant problems of form and
anti-organizationalism that's “too”
centralist, sold their magazine (the
1-

IVIAY ;lls-t MILAN: "Destroy that which destroys us" says a Revolutionary Libertarian
p acar .

